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The Iowa State Daily is one of the leading student run publications in the country and is 

continuing to grow with popularity. It all started back in the 1890s when a group of students 

from the Iowa Agricultural College began printing a news sheet titled the Clipper. The Clipper 

eventually led to the creation of the Iowa Agricultural College Student, and the beginning of the 

Iowa State Daily.  

During its first few years of publication, the I.A.C. Student was published on a bi-weekly basis 

until 1894 when it became a weekly newspaper. The newspaper ran during the school term, 

which lasted from the beginning of March to June and late July to November. The publication 

was financed by subscriptions, which were 5 to 10 cents an issue and 50 cents per term.  

The I.A.C Student focused primarily on personals, editorial-based stories, literary pieces and 

athletic news.  

During the 1900s, the Iowa State Student was the newspaper and brought change to Iowa State 

College. With deaths of presidents and natural disasters in the first ten years of the 20
th

 century, 

ISC met great change and sorrow, which led to strengthening the structure on which the 

institution was founded. By 1910, the publication changed from the Iowa State Student to The 

Student, which focused primarily on college athletics, sorority and fraternity life, and campus 

activities on a daily basis.  

During the 1940s The Student shrunk from eight pages to four pages. This was the result of 

World War II and financial problems at the college because of the war effort. In 1943-1945 The 

Iowa State Daily Student was made and added a new section called “Women in Society”. This 

shift in the paper occurred because a lot of male students had gone to fight the war and more 

women were attending Iowa State. By 1947, The Iowa State Daily Student would change its 

name to The Iowa State Daily.  

The Iowa State Daily during the 1950s focused on soft news events, despite the issues during the 

time. During the sixties, The Daily struggled to maintain a sense of neutrality, considering the 

fads and crazes of the time. The publication promised to devote more time to national and 

international news.  The mid- 1960s also brought sexism and racism into the spotlight.  

The Daily maintained a cutting edge during the 1970s and made sure to report campus evens and 

beliefs among the students at Iowa State. Many articles were printed having to do with alternate 

sexuality, lesbianism and abortion.  



The 1980s was an eventful decade for The Iowa State Daily, beginning with a conflict on the 

newspaper’s Publication Board and also including award winning opinion writing and in-depth 

coverage of events.  

In the following years, the student paper’s coverage became like that of any other paper. It 

covered state, national and international news as well as local. It also offered opinions on its 

editorial pages.  

The Daily now prints five days out of the week during the fall and winter semesters and weekly 

during the summer. The printed circulation is 12,500 issues.  


